Apache Subversion Wiki

This is the official Wiki of the Apache Subversion development community. Editing access is granted to Subversion committers and invited contributors. To get access, just mail a request with your wiki username to dev@.

HowTo - Instructional pages covering a wide range of topics related to both Subversion's use and its development.

DesignNotes - Design documentation for Subversion features and enhancements.

ManyHands - Pages devoted to dividing up community tasks and chores across a pool of volunteers.

Meetings - Agendas and notes from hackathons, Bar Camps and similar liquifed events.

Prior to our use of this wiki, the Subversion project maintained design notes, how-to write-ups, and other miscellaneous bits of documentation in text files versioned alongside the Subversion source code. See MigratingOurNotes for pointers to those items and discussion around possibly migrating them into this wiki.

The content of this Wiki is licensed under the ALv2.